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America, and not to the growth of Russia, that our statesmen and
politicians, of whatever creed, ought to direct their anxious study;
for it is by these, and not by the efforts of barbarian force, that
the power and greatness of England are in danger of being
superseded: yes, by the successful rivalry of America shall we, in
all probability, be placed second in the rank of nations.
To have arrived at this conviction in 1835 showed more
sagacity than most people would now realize. Even as late as
1898, the Kaiser still expected Spain to be victorious in the
Spanish-American war. The British government was perhaps less
belated than William II, but certainly did not reach the opinion
expressed by Cobden until after the American Civil War.
With regard to the freedom of industrialists from aristocratic
interference in America, Cobden says:
Nothing more strongly illustrates the disadvantages under
which an old country, like Great Britain, labours in competing
with her younger rival, than to glance at the progress of rail-
roads in the two empires.
At the same time that, in the United States, almost every day
beheld a new railway company incorporated, by some one of the
States* legislatures, at the cost only of a few dollars, and nearly
by acclamation, the British Parliament intercepted by its votes
some of the most important projects that followed in the train of
the Liverpool railroad.
The London anrf Birmingham Company, after spending up-
wards of forty thousand pounds, in attempting to obtain for its
undertaking die sanction of the legislature, was unsuccessful in
the House of Lords. The following characteristic questions are
extracted from the evidence taken before the committee:
Do you know the name of Lady Hastings* place?—How near to
it does your line go?—Taking the look out of the principal rooms
of the house, does it run in front of the principal rooms?—How
far from the house is the point where it becomes visible?—That
would be about a quarter of a mile?—Could the engines be
heard in the house at that distance?—Is there any cutting or
embankment there?—Is it in sight of the house?—Looking to
the country, is it not possible that the line could be taken at a
greater distance from the residence of Lady Hastings?
In this emphasis on the evils of control by ignorant land-

